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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents the characterization of a very high frequency, differentially powered, capacitively
coupled, multi-tile plasma source, MAMELUKE. Specifically, this work concentrates on the plasma
enhanced chemical vapor deposition of nano-crystalline silicon suitable for application in thin film solar
manufacturing. The use of a differentially-fed multi-tile source has several benefits, but imposes a spatial
structure on the plasma. Sections of dielectric insulator between the differentially-fed tiles interrupt both
the electrode structure and the local gas delivery to the plasma volume, both of which contribute to the
gas phase chemistry uniformity profile. We investigate the affect of these factors on the plasma spatial
structure by measuring the uniformity of deposited films. We examine films deposited using the
MAMELUKE source focusing on the ability to produce uniform, high quality films over large areas, with
high deposition rates. Spatially resolved measurements of film thickness and crystalline fraction are
presented. These measurements are then used in combination with the known behaviors of very high
frequency plasma systems established by previous research to draw conclusions regarding the behavior
of plasma uniformity with changing process parameters. The measurements indicate that changes in the
uniformity of film properties are primarily driven by gas phase chemistry effects. Changes in local gas
phase chemistry are attributed to a combination of non uniformities in both the power and gas delivery
in the MAMELUKE source.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

1.1. PECVD of nc-Si:H

Plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) is a
method of film deposition wildly used in many industries from the
manufacture of photovoltaic and microelectronics to the coating of
textiles and optics. Molecular gasses are introduced into a plasma
volume and become chemically activated by plasma excitation. In
addition to ionizing reactions necessary to sustain a plasma,
electron-gas collisions will result in the dissociation of the source
gas, giving rise to a great diversity of chemical variants. In the case
naghan), gyyeom@skku.edu
of silane (SiH4) gas which is specifically relevant to this paper, non-
ionising electron-gas collisions result in the production of several
radicals (SiH3, SiH2) and higher molecules (Si2 H6) that are not
commonly produced at lower temperatures (200 �C). The relative
densities of these chemical species depends on the various reaction
rates of production and consumption. When the resulting mix of
species is exposed to a substrate they encounter attractive bonding
sights. Subsequent attachment of film precursors will lead to film
growth upon the substrate. By controlling the plasma conditions it
is possible to determine the conditions under which material is
deposited, and thus partially control the properties of the deposited
film. Specifically the density and energy distribution of electrons in
the plasma will determine the reaction rate of each electron-gas
collision process and thus the relative steady state density of each
chemical species. This paper concerns it's self specifically with the
PECVD of nc-Si:H. At this time significant research effort has been
dedicated to the improvement of the PECVD of nc-Si:H for both
solar [1e14] and display technologies [15,5,16].
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In the field of thin film solar manufacturing there is significant
motivation to reduce the deposition time of intrinsic nanocrystal-
line silicon (nc-Si:H) absorber layers in the p-i-n junction structure.
These absorber layers have been successfully incorporated into
single junction solar panels as well stacked multi junction cells
[17,18] in conjunction with amorphous Si (a-Si:H) and/or SiGe
layers. The lower band gap of nc-Si:H allows for the absorption of
lower energy radiation and so junctions can be stacked to allow
collection of light from a greater fraction of the electromagnetic
(EM) spectrum incident on a panel. In addition nc-Si:H is not sus-
ceptible to light induced degradation a.k.a. the Staebler Wronski
effect [19], which limits the long term efficiency of solar cells
manufactured with only an amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) absorbing
layer [20, p. 21]. However nc-Si:H has an absorption coefficient
significantly lower than a-Si:H. The indirect band-gap of nc-Si:H
requires a 2 particle (photon & phonon) interaction to produce an
electron hole pair. This necessitates a significantly thicker absorber
layer (1e2 mm) to achieve sufficient photon absorption. The
necessarily long deposition time makes this manufacturing step a
significant fraction of the final panel production cost. An increase in
deposition rate and subsequent reduction in process time is an
attractive target for possible reductions in the panel production of
cost ($/W).

Higher frequency (f> 13.56 MHz) plasma processing offers the
ability to produce favorable plasma conditions for the fast deposi-
tion of nc-Si:H suitable for solar manufacturing. Realizing these
advantages over the large substrate areas necessity for this appli-
cation has been hindered in conventional capacitively coupled
plasma (CCP) source technology by “wavelength effects.” The ad-
vantages and disadvantages of high frequency excitation will be
elaborated on in section 1.2, subsequently the application of high
frequency excitation to PECVD processes will be explored in section
1.3.

1.2. VHF plasma

There are several advantageous to implementing very high
frequency (VHF) and ultra high frequency (UHF) excitation in
industrial plasma processing applications. While plasma excited
by lower frequency RF tend to have Maxwellian electron energy
distribution functions (EEDFs), VHF plasmas tend to have non-
Maxwellian EEDFs with high densities of low energy electrons
(the bulk) combined with a low population of very high energy
electrons (the tail) [21,22]. The combination of these effects re-
sults in a lower average electron energy or electron temperature,
Te. When high energy electrons in “the tail” collide with atoms/
molecules they have a greater probability of producing ioniza-
tion. The high population of lower energy electrons will prefer-
entially produce dissociative collisions with molecules, the lower
average energy of these electrons, collisions will tend to produce
low order radicals, which are often more desirable in plasma
processing [23,24]. Ionization is necessary to sustain a plasma, it
compensates for the continuous loss of electrons to the sur-
rounding environment so that charged particle balance and
plasma stability are maintained. The non-maxwellian EEDF pro-
duced by VHF/UHF excitation allows for a greater fraction of
molecular gases to be chemically activated at a given electron
density. ne.

In addition to chemical advantages of a non-Maxwellian EEDF,
the use of VHF plasma excitation reduces the average ion
bombardment energy at a substrate or electrode [25,26]. The effect
of excitation frequency on ion bombardment energy can be un-
derstood by examining high frequency plasma sheath behavior.
This behavior can be explained to a first approximation by
describing the plasma and sheath(s) as electrical components.
Details given in Appendix A High ion impact energy can damage a
deposited layer, specifically in nc-Si:H, high energy bombardment
breaks crystalline bonds amorphizing the film [27].

Both EEDF and sheath effects described above offer potential
advantages for many plasma processes including thin film silicon
PECVD. Despite this, implementing VHF excitation in industrial
processes has been severely limited by so called, ‘quarter wave-
length effects’ [28e30]. Voltage non-uniformities on the electrode
scale with the plasma loaded wavelength, lp ¼ lRFffiffiffiffi

εp
p , where εp is the

plasma permittivity and lRF is the vacuum wavelength. These non
uniformities become significant as the electrode diameter, d ap-
proaches a quarter of the plasma loaded wavelength. As such, with
increasing substrate area the maximum excitation frequency for
uniform plasma performance decreases; conversely for increasing
excitation frequency the maximum area over which uniformity can
be maintained is reduced. Engineering solutions using dielectric
lens electrodes [31,32], ladder electrodes [33], and asymmetric
sheath effects [34] have allowed for some flexibility but remain
limited to excitation frequencies �100 MHz. By dividing the pow-
ered electrode into tiles and providing an isolated power supply to
each tile VHF/UHF power can be used to produce plasma over much
greater areas. In this paper we present the results of experiments
examining the PECVD of nc-Si:H at 162 MHz using such a multi-tile
source (Fig. 1).

1.3. VHF gas phase chemistry

In both solar and display applications the fractional dissociation
of the feed gas used for silicon PECVD becomes critical to the
process performance. The primary plasma condition in deter-
mining both the deposition rate of a process and crystalline fraction
of the deposited material is the flux of both atomic hydrogen (H)
and silicon containing precursors (SiHx, x < 4) to the growing sur-
face [35]. The greater the flux of precursors to the surface the higher
the deposition rate of the film. However, in order to produce high
quality crystalline layers at higher deposition rates the atomic
hydrogen flux must also be increased. Several models have been
put forward to explain this behavior. The fractional flux of hydrogen
to the growing surface is thought to influence several silicon
growth conditions including: 1. Increasing the surface mobility of
precursors through passivation of dangling bonds [36], 2. Prefer-
ential etching of amorphous growth regions by atomic hydrogen
due to the lower bond energy of amorphous material [37], and 3.
Chemical annealing through local exothermic reactions such as
hydrogen abstraction [38,39]
(SiHsurface þ Hgas / Sisurface þ H2 þ heat). It is likely that some
combination of these effects can explain the correlation between
atomic hydrogen density and crystalline fraction. For each of these
models, it is clear that producing both high fractional densities of
film precursors ðnð ¼ SiHx; x<4Þ, and atomic hydrogen (nH) are
critical to producing nanocrystalline layers at a high deposition
rate. The high fractional dissociation created by VHF excitation, as
described in section 0.2, is naturally conducive to favorable den-
sities of film precursors and atomic hydrogen and thus provides
beneficial conditions for high deposition rates of nc-Si:H.

Another important factor in the production of nc-Si:H films for
solar applications is the relative density of various silane radicals
and higher molecules. The SiH3 radical is considered to be the
primary chemical precursor for crystalline silicon growth [23]. SiH3
has a lower surface reactivity and thus a higher surface mobility
than higher order radicals (SiHx, x< 3). High surfacemobility allows
the precursor to migrate on the substrate surface to a crystalline
bonding site as opposed to an amorphous growth site. Where both
crystalline and amorphous growth sights are present a crystalline
site will appear more attractive to a given silicon precursor due to



Fig. 1. A simple CCP plasma schematic showing the paths that currents take through the various elements in series, for a single point in phase. The effective electronic circuit is
shown in it's most simple form to the left, 1) and with the inclusion of sheath resistors to the right, 2). The capacitive sheath elements are used to illustrate the effect of changing
excitation frequency in a CCP as explained in Appendix A. The sheath resistors represent power lost to the acceleration of ions and their impact energy at the electrode.

Fig. 2. The MAMELUKE source used with power divided equally between each pair of
tiles. The substrate is held on a grounded movable heater. Numbers 1-5 show the
location at which, measurements of the film crystalline were taken, Fig. 4. Given that
PSTLD output pairs are highly isolated from each other they can be considered as in-
dependent, in phase, pushepull supplies as shown with “þ” and “�” symbols repre-
senting the relative phase of each electrode at one point in phase.
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it's lower energy state, however a precursor which impacts the
substrate adjacent to an amorphous site will require sufficient ki-
netic/thermal energy to overcome the local potential well (local
energy minima) and migrate to a crystalline site. More reactive
precursors need to overcome larger (deeper) potential wells, and
while typical substrate temperatures (z200 �C) allow SiH3 radicals
to overcome these potential wells, the same cannot be said formore
reactive precursors. VHF plasma with an EEDF as described in 1.2
will preferentially produce low order radicals [40] at high reaction
rates enabling fast deposition device quality nc-Si:H. Furthermore
high order radicals (SiHx, x < 3), particularly SiH2 can lead to the
formation of dust in the plasma

SiH2 þ SinHnþ2/2þ Sinþ1Hnþ4 (1)

which is detrimental to process efficiency and to the production of
device quality crystalline films.

2. Experiment

2.1. Plasma source

The following experiments are preformed with a
600 mm � 720 mm multi-tile CCP source, MAMELUKE [41]. The
powered upper electrode is segmented into 16 tiles which are
electrically insulated from each other by an inter-tile dielectric, the
lower electrode and substrate holder is grounded. RF Power with a
frequency of 162 MHz is supplied by an Advanced Energy Ovation
35-162 generator and split using a PSTLD Power Splitter [42]. Power
is delivered from the PSTLD to the source by 8 twisted pair trans-
mission lines; each pair of adjacent tiles are powered by a single
twisted pair in a pushepull configuration (180� out of phase), these
pairs will be referred to as unit cells of the multi-tile source. The
design of the PSTLD ensures that each twisted pair will be driven in
phase with the others (even outputs; 2, 4, 6 … are in phase as are
the odd outputs 1, 3, 5 …) Fig. 2. Feed gas is supplied to the plasma
through a shower head in each of the tile faces, effluent (depleted)
gas is pumped through an exhaust port below the substrate holder.

By segmenting the powered electrode and powering neigh-
boring tiles in this pushepull configuration a spatial structure is
imposed on the plasma. This is caused by the relative strength of
two power coupling mechanisms. Displacement current or capac-
itive power coupling is dominant at the tile face center, while image
currents or inductive coupling is dominant at the tile edge and in
the boundary between tiles. In addition the gas delivery is inter-
rupted by the inter tile dielectric which breaks up the electrodes
shower head. This in turn will contribute to gas phase chemistry
non uniformities in the plasma (Fig. 3).
2.2. Measurements

In order to quantify these effects the uniformity of crystalline
fraction and deposition rate are examined in films deposited at a
series of process conditions. Depositions are preformed on 0.7 mm
glass substrates with a transparent conducting oxide (TCO) coating.
A sampling substrate 200 mm� 380 mm is placed on top of the full
sized, glass “carrier” substrate in a location where it can collect
deposition for several tile faces and inter tile boundaries. Amasking
line is drawn on the sample substrate before deposition and
removed afterward so that the thickness can easily be measured
with respect to the level of the bare substrate. Film thickness
measurements are made with a Veco DekTak profilometer (Fig. 4).

The Raman crystalline fraction (RFC) of the material produced is
determined by micro Raman spectroscopy [43e47]. The Raman
spectra of deposited silicon is measured using a Kaiser Optical
Systems spectrometer operated in a back-scattering configuration,
at a laser wavelength of 785 nm. Each spectrum consists of the
average of 2, 20 s exposures with a dark background subtraction. As



Fig. 3. Schematic of a single pair of electrodes; a “unit-cell” of the source, illustrating the non-uniformities introduced by segmenting the electrode. Arrows depict the direction of
current flow at a particular point in RF phase while crosses depict the induced magnetic dipole found at a tile boundary. Different power coupling mechanisms are dominant in
different spatial locations and the gas feed shower head is interrupted.

Fig. 4. A diagram showing the points at which the RCF and thickness of a film are
measured relative to the electrode tiles 1-4. Tiles of a different shade are powered out
of phase with each other as seen in Fig. 2.
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in previous studies the RCF is determined by a 3-peak fitting pro-
cedure. Three Gaussian peaks are fit to the multi-phase silicon
Raman peak using the Fityk curve fitting software [48]. The
stretching mode of silicon to be analyzed appears as a broad non-
symmetric peak in the range of 450 cm�1 to 530 cm�1. Three
constituent peaks at 480 cm�1, 510 cm�1 and 518 cm�1 are attrib-
uted to material found in the amorphous matrix, grain boundaries
and nanocrystals respectively. The volumetric crystalline fraction
(VCF) of the material is defined as follows:

Xc ¼ Ib þ Ic
Ia þ abIb þ acIc

(2)

where Ic,Ib, and Ia are the emission intensities (or the area under the
respective curves) of crystalline, boundary, and amorphous peaks,
respectively. In addition ab and ac are the relative photon cross
sections for the given excitationwavelength. The relative scattering
cross section in this case is the relative chance of excitation of a
virtual vibrational state in crystalline material when compared to
the probability of excitation in amorphous material. For example
ac ¼ Ac=Aa where Ac and Aa are the absolute scattering probabili-
ties. In all experiments detailed within this document we have
assumed a relative scattering cross sections of ab¼ac¼1 for all
materials giving the simplified formula

X0
c ¼

Ib þ Ic
Ia þ Ib þ Ic

(3)

where X
0
c, the Raman crystalline fraction (RCF) is related to but not

equal to the VCF. This is explained as follows: While an extensive
body of research investigating the absorption coefficients of
amorphous, crystalline and mixed phase silicon exists [43,49,45]
producing and measuring the components of mixed phase mate-
rial in isolation is inherently subject to inaccuracies. This is re-
flected in the variance of the published figures (0.1e0.88) In
addition the relative absorption coefficients can be strongly
dependent on the size of nanocrystals and the Raman excitation
wavelength [46]. Using relative absorption fractions of 1 gives an
ease of consistency not only from measurement to measurement
but also in comparison to experiments within the literature where
relative scattering coefficients of 1 are also typically used. Finally by
setting ab and ac as equal to 1 we assure that the RCF, X

0
c is a lower

limit for the VCF, of the examined sample.
For the results presented in section 3, it appears that a value of

0.7 for the RCF is a point of saturation. The maximum measurable
RCF is a common feature for all experiments of this type, but the
point of saturation will most likely be unique to a specific mea-
surement conditions. There are 2 factors which explain the satu-
ration i) there will always be a finite amorphous component in the
spectrumwhich is attributable to the incubation layer and material
filling gaps between individual nanocrystals and ii) selecting a
relative cross section of 1 underestimates the total crystalline vol-
ume of the solid so even for small levels of amorphous material the
amorphous contribution to the spectrum will be accentuated.
Furthermore in filmswith high Xc the penetration depth of the laser
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is greater, and the fractional signal from the underlying, amorphous
incubation layer is comparably over represented.

Spatially resolved measurements of RCF and thickness can
reveal information on the local gas phase chemistry through cor-
relations explained in section 2.3 and as such they will be used to
qualitatively assess the nature of any non-uniformity across the
plasma. The behavior of both thickness and crystalline uniformity
with changing process parameters will also be considered to give
further insight into the any non-uniformity in plasma parameters
produced by the multi-tile plasma source configuration.
2.3. Theory & methodology

The primary experimental condition in determining the growth
rate and thus the local thickness of a film is the density of disso-
ciated or “chemically activated” silane species in the local plasma.
The primary deposition condition in determining the crystalline
fraction of a film is the local density of atomic hydrogen in the
plasma. When considering possible process solutions for the fast
production of crystalline films it is necessary to consider how each
process change will affect both these conditions.

While there is a long list of process settings that can influence
the plasma behavior here we have chosen to examine film prop-
erties directly with respect to 2 process settings; Forward power,
Pfwd(W), as well as silane flow rate, QSiH4

ðsccmÞ, and indirectly -
without quantitatively measuring - with respect to the gas resi-
dence time, tr(s). The effect of these parameters on the plasma
chemistry profile in a multi-tile source can be understood in quite
simple terms allowing for easier analysis of the effect of changing
process settings on the plasma spatial-structure and on local/global
film properties. Other experimental parameters are held constant
for all depositions in this paper unless otherwise stated. The exact
set-points for each of these parameters will be provided later in this
section.

First we consider the effect of silane flow and power on the
relative density of silane and hydrogen. The silane flow rate can
simply be seen as the rate of silane delivery to the plasma and the
power setting to a first approximation defines the dissociation rate.
The relationship between power and dissociation rate will now be
examined as well as it's importance with respect to fast crystalline
growth.

� Holding other settings constant increasing the forward power
will increase the rate of ionization in the plasma thus increasing
the electron density

nefP (4)
� Assuming that the electron temperature and EEDF shape remain
approximately constant an increased electron density leads to a
higher rate of dissociation. The rate at which silane is dissociated
or chemically activated determines the upper limit on the
deposition rate. The rate of other surface reactions such as
abstraction by chemical reaction will reduce the net deposition
rate, which is represented by the rate equation (5),

dnSiH3

dt
fa1nSiH4

n0e � nSiH3

1
d

(5)
where n
0
e is the density of electrons capable of producing the

relevant reaction, a1 and b1 are the rate constants for dissociative
and deposition processes respectively and d is the critical dimen-
sion of the plasma, in this case, the depth of the plasma between
the powered electrode and substrate.
� The faster production of silane radicals encourages a high rate of
film deposition which both removes silane species from the
plasma, and releases several hydrogen atoms for each silicon
incorporated into the film which serves as a source of hydrogen
dilution not related to the hydrogen gas flow. The density of
atomic hydrogen is represented by rate equation 6

dnH
dt

fa1nSiH4
n0e þ a2nH2

n0e þ 3b1nSiH3
(6)

Thus increasing power results in a decrease in silane containing
species and an increase in atomic hydrogen density.

Parameters which are held constant during these experiments
include: Gas pressure p ¼ 750 ± 5 m Torr z 1 mbar, plasma gap,
d ¼ 10 ± 2 mm; substrate temperature, Tsub z 190 ± 5 �C; total gas
flow, Qtotal ¼ 500 sccm or 250 sccm; and silane exposure,
ESiH4

¼ 1000±10scc: The ± numbers above represent an upper-
bound in variation, not a statistically derived 1-sigma of variation.

The silane exposure setting and the motivation for its intro-
duction warrants some explanation. The silane exposure was
defined as a measure of the net amount of silicon delivered to the
plasma. It is the product of the silicon flow rate (sccm) and the
deposition time (mins), ESiH4

¼ QSiH4
tdep. We hold this parameter

constant in order to achieve films of comparable thickness and as a
result simplify analysis of the RCF. In addition, if the film density is
assumed to be constant for all deposition conditions, any variance
in the thickness of the films can provide information about the
silane utilization of the plasma, which is simply a measure of the
conversion efficiency from silane gas-flow to solid silicon in the
film.

Previous studies have attempted to correlate film growth char-
acteristics with atomic hydrogen density by changing the hydrogen
gas dilution in the feed gas or the gas flow SiH4:H2 ratio. While the
flow ratio does effect the atomic hydrogen density in the plasma it
is not always the primary determining factor nor is it the most
easily related to atomic hydrogen density. Furthermore depending
on how a change in dilution ratio is achieved other effects of the
changing gas flow configuration may become dominant. The de-
positions preformed in this study do have different levels of silane
dilution but, asmentioned above it is the silane flow rate alongwith
the RF power level that are considered to be the primary parame-
ters which control the relative atomic hydrogen density.
3. Results and analysis

Fig. 5 contains 3 graphs. Each graph illustrates changes in the
RCF uniformity of films for changing RF power, at a given silane flow
rate a) 50 sccm, b) 63 sccm, and c) 75 sccm, corresponding to 10%,
12.5%, and 15% of the 500 sccm total gas flow respectively. The 5
measurement points are consistent for all RCF uniformity graphs
presented in this paper and run along the long (720mm) axis of the
substrate between the center of tile 2 and the center of tile 4. The 5
spatial points of measurement are alternately located in front of
three tile faces and two tile boundaries. While the RCF is measured
on the substrate, we are using the source tile position as a reference
for the position given that we are most interested in the effect of
any plasma spatial structure on the films.

Each graph illustrates the uniformity of the RCF for 3 different
levels of forward power 2600W, 3000W and 3400W which,
assuming zero losses in the power transmission from generator to
source, correspond to power densities of 0.60 W cm�2,
0.69 W cm�2, and 0.79 W cm�2 respectively.

Examining first Fig. 5a) films prepared at the lowest (50 sccm)
silane flow over the longest (20 min) deposition, films of uniform,



Fig. 5. Spatially resolved measurements of Raman crystalline fraction (RCF) versus RF power. All sub-graphs, a), b), c) show the measurements obtained from films deposited at 3 RF
power set points, 2600W (triangles), 3000W (squares) and 3400W (diamonds). Each sub graph differs by the rate of silane flow for those depositions, 50 sccm, 63 sccm & 75 sccm
respectively. These silane flow rates correspond to different dilutions or fractional flows: 10%, 12.5%, 15% respectively. The total gas flow, pressure, temperature and other process
parameters are held constant for all depositions.
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high RCF are seen for all powers. The crystalline fraction approaches
the saturation point value of 0.7, described in Section 2.2. Changing
the process settings so as to increase the crystalline fraction
(increasing the forward power, reducing the silane flow, or
increasing the deposition time) does not discernibly increase the
measured RCF beyond 0.7.

Fig. 5b) shows films prepared at an increased SiH4 flow
(63 sccm). In contrast to Fig. 5a) the average RCF of all depositions
is lowered and non-uniformities in RCF are discernible between the
tile center and the tile edges positions, particularly at 3000 W. This
is attributed to the increase in silane flow; at the lower power
settings the electron density is not sufficient to dissociate the
increased flow of silane to the same degree. The silane density in
the plasma is increased and the atomic hydrogen density is reduced
which leads to a reduction in crystalline fraction. This trend con-
tinues in Fig. 5c), 75 sccm SiH4 flow. The average RCF at 3400 W is
only reduced slightly compared to the other flow regimes while
good RCF uniformity is retained. The depositions at lower power
exhibit increasing non-uniformity compared to those deposited
with lower silane flow rate.

The low power RCF non-uniformities displayed in all three
graphs of Fig. 5 are consistent with both plasma gas chemistry in-
homogeneities and with deposition rate non-uniformities. Results
from previous publications have demonstrated a strong correlation
between a film's thickness and the measured RCF [41], which is
strongly supported by the known growth mechanisms of nc-Si:H
[50,51], specifically the development of an amorphous incubation
layer early in deposition which slowly transitions to crystalline
growth with increasing thickness. Given this correlation examining
the thickness uniformity of these depositions helps identify the
nature of plasma inhomogeneities across the multi-tile source.

Both the laser wavelength (785 nm) and the range of film
thickness determine the extent to which the film thickness effects
the measurement of the RCF. The penetration depth of the laser is
assumed to be in excess of film thickness and as such should
represent the volume averaged crystalline fraction but given that a
thicker film will have a smaller fraction of their material in the
incubation layer the effect cannot be completely discounted. In
addition, it should be considered that films deposited with higher
deposition rates often show reduced crystalline fraction. Based on
this it is not trivial to predict what if any thickness non-
uniformities will be displayed working from the RCF data alone.
To investigate, the thickness uniformity of these depositions are
plotted using the same layout in Fig. 6. The location of profilometer
measurements (between tile 2 and tile 4) are displayed in Fig. 2.
The thickness is measured along a strip, adjacent to the RCF
measurement locations.

For all depositions it was found that the films were thicker at the
tile boundary than at the tile center, whichmirrors the pattern seen
in the non-uniform RCF measurements. Initially this would seem to
indicate that despite the long penetration depth of the 785 nm
laser, the film thickness continues to have a strong influence on the
measured RCF in these depositions. After further scrutiny however,
it is seen that those depositions which show the greatest non-
uniformity in RCF - those deposited at low power (2600 W) -
show the lowest non-uniformities in thickness. In addition the
thickness uniformity seems to show little or no sensitivity to the
silane gas flow rate which strongly effects the RCF uniformity. It is
then more likely that the RCF non-uniformities are a result of gas
chemistry effects and not thickness effects.

To further emphasize the strength of correlation between the
measured RCF (both the average RCF and the RCF uniformity) and
the net silane flow the data in Fig. 5 is replotted in Fig. 7 such that
the power is constant for each graph. In each successive graph
(increasing power, a / b / c) it is found that the strength of the
RCF dependence on silane flow decreases. This result further sup-
ports the idea that power and silane flow counteract each other in
producing plasma chemistry desirable for crystalline growth. To
clearly display the contrast of this behavior with that of the thick-
ness uniformity Fig. 8 displays Fig. 7a) in addition to the thickness
measurements of the same depositions. Despite the difference in
silane flow rate, the silane exposure is kept constant and the
thickness at all points remains essentially constant, which indicates
efficient, consistent silane utilization for all flow rates.

It is informative to view the thickness data with a consideration
for the fractional utilization of the silane gas. To accomplish this we
consider the maximum achievable deposition thickness. Knowing
that each deposition has been exposed to 1000 standard cubic
centimeters of silane gas we can calculate the total mass of the
available silicon as follows:

mSiH4
¼ rSiH4

P
nRT

$ð0:874ÞVSiH4
(7)

where rSiH4
is the gas density of Silane, P is the gas pressure (1 atm),

n is the number of moles (¼1), R is the universal gas constant� ¼ 82:1 cm3$atm
mole$Kelvin

�
, T is the temperature (¼273.15 K), and VSiH4

is the
volume of silane (¼1000 scc). We introduce a factor of 0.874, which
is the fraction of mass associated with silicon (the 4 hydrogen
atoms per molecule accounting for the remainder). This calculation
gives a total deposition mass of z1.2525 g. Taking the density of
solid silicon to be 2.329 g cm�3 and assuming that the substrate
represents one half of the deposition area; the electrode surface
making up the other half. The maximum achievable average film
thickness is then calculated to be 6224 Å. We note that the
maximum film thickness measured in the high-VHF MAMELUKE
system is in excess of 6000A, suggesting that conversion of Silicon
into film on the substrate is close to 50%.

If the effect of film thickness on the RCF uniformity can be
ignored it is necessary to consider other explanations for the RCF
non-uniformity at low powers and/or high silane flow. The
pushepull, multi-tile configuration of the MAMELUKE source in-
troduces a spatial structure; which induces plasma chemistry non-
uniformity. Wemust then consider the following as possible causes
for the RCF profiles.

� Changing the power set point drives changes in the relative
strength of RF power coupling modes, specifically increasing the
power will result in stronger coupling at electrode edges when
compared to the tile faces. At higher forward powers the
increased electron density leads to a decreased skin depth of the
plasma, which subsequently lowers the impedance of the sys-
tem to the inductive currents.
e Increased inductive coupling will results in greater gas

dissociation rates at the tile boundaries
e Increased dissociation of SiH4 will give rise to high deposition

rated, local depletion of silane through deposition and an
increased supply of hydrogen dilution.

e These conditions are conducive to both high local deposition
rate and local VCF.

� The interruption of the gas delivery shower head by inter-tile
dielectric.
e The absence of gas delivery at the tile edge means that gas

entering the volume between tiles will have translated some
distance through the plasma before arrival at a point on the
substrate opposite the dielectric.

e If the rate of silane dissociation is comparable to the inverse
of the gas residence time this could lead to a partial depletion
of the gas before arrival at the tile edge.



Fig. 6. Spatially resolved measurements of film thickness versus RF power. All sub-graphs, a), b), c) show the measurements obtained from films deposited at 3 RF power set points,
2600 W, 3000 W and 3400 W. Each sub graph; a, b, & c, show depositions preformed at a single silane flow rates; 50 sccm, 63 sccm, & 75 sccm respectively. These silane flow rates
correspond to different silane fractional flows; 10%, 12.5%, 15% respectively. The total gas flow, pressure, temperature and other process parameters are held constant for all
depositions.
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e As a result the plasma in front of the tile edge will have a
higher density of atomic hydrogen and a lower density of
silane, a condition which is favorable for crystalline
growth at the higher deposition rates experienced as a
result of high power deposition through inductive
coupling
Both of these possibilities are supported by the trends seen in
the data. They explain the behavior of the RCF pattern when
experimental settings give rise to conditions where the rate of
silane dissociation is lower. As the silane flow rate is increased the
crystalline fraction at the tile face drops dramatically while the at
the tile edges it remains high.



Fig. 7. Spatially resolved measurements of Raman crystalline fraction (RCF) versus the rate of silane flow. All sub-graphs, a), b), c) show the measurements obtained from films
deposited at 3 silane flow rate set points, 50 sccm (triangles), 63 sccm (squares) & 75 sccm (diamonds). Each sub graph differs by the forward power set-point during the de-
positions. The total gas flow, pressure, temperature and other process parameters are held constant for all depositions.
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Fig. 8. RCF and thickness uniformity for depositions preformed at 2600 W forward power. The figure emphasizes the disparity between the 2 effects. For the lower silane flow
depositions high levels of RCF uniformity are seen despite higher deposition at the tile edges. In addition large discrepancies are seenwhen comparing the depositions to each other.
Significant changes in the RCF level are not reflected at all in the thickness profile which appears to be independent of both the rate of silane supply and the fractional hydrogen
dilution.
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The theory of high inductive coupling between this tiles is
supported by the shape of deposition thickness profile and the
accentuation of this non uniformity at higher powers. The theory
that unequal gas delivery over small displacements can affect local
gas chemistry is less easily supported. The gas pressure and the
surface area of the source are such that an assumption of laminar
gas flow behavior is valid, but it is not necessarily known that the
residence time of a silane molecule is comparable to the inverse of
the rate of dissociation. The validity of this theory is investigated
experimentally by changing the residence time while maintaining
the silane flow rate. To achieve this effect further depositions are
preformed with reduced hydrogen flow, halving the total gas flow
from 500 sccm to 250 sccm. This has the side effect of doubling the
fractional flow of silane. Conventionally this reduction in the
hydrogen dilution would be thought to reduce the relative atomic
hydrogen density in the plasma producing a more amorphous
growth regime. In Fig. 9 we see that this is not the case.

Depositions were preformed using the new flow rates at the 3
standard power set points; 2600 W, 3000 W, and 3400 W. The
measurements of RCF show high crystalline fraction and high RCF
uniformity for all 3 power levels. This is indicative of an increased
steady state population of atomic hydrogen despite the substantial
reduction in hydrogen fractional flow. The difference is most
prominent at the tile faces where, previously crystalline fraction
was seen to drop significantly at lower powers and high silane flow
rates (Fig. 7).

This result supports the hypothesis that the time required for
silane dissociation is comparable to the gas residence time, this
supports the claim that local gas chemistry inhomogeneities may
arise from gas delivery inhomogeneities in the MAMELUKE source.



Fig. 9. Spatially resolved measurements of Raman crystalline fraction (RCF) versus forward power for depositions with increased (double) residence time compared to previous
processes. Depositions were preformed at the highest rate of silane flow of 75 sccm, the increase in gas residence time is achieved by reducing the total flow which necessarily
reduces the hydrogen dilution fraction from 0.85 to 0.7. Other process conditions, including pressure are the same previous depositions. Despite this the RCF remains both high and
uniform for all depositions.
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Specifically a reduction in the local molecular silane density and an
increase in the local atomic hydrogen density at tile boundaries
may directly impact the crystalline fraction but not necessarily the
silicon deposition rate.

This result also supports the hypothesis that VHF excitation is
capable of facilitating crystalline deposition through heavy deple-
tion of silane. In addition this result highlights the significance of
gas residence time in determining the steady state gas chemistry,
specifically in achieving a heavily depleted silane population.

4. Conclusions

The VHF power used in MAMELUKE results in unique plasma
processing capabilities. Specifically the source shows behavior
indicating a different gas phase chemistry compared to conven-
tional 13.56 MHz excitation. It is concluded that an increased
population of high energy electrons is produced, while conserving
low electron temperatures. These plasma conditions facilitate the
high deposition rates observed through a high silane dissociation
rate, and high depletion of the gas phase silane. In addition, there
was no evidence of film amortization associated with high energy
ion bombardment typically observed at higher powers. This was
attributed to low sheath voltage associated with VHF excitation.

The VHF plasma which is produced by the MAMELUKE source
allows for silane plasmas to be heavily depleted. As such high
deposition rate nc-Si:H films can be produced with levels of
hydrogen dilution significantly lower than is typical in solar
manufacturing processes. In addition, when comparing depositions
of a different silane flow rate the deposition thickness was found to
be constant when deposition time was changed to allow for
consistent silane exposure. This result indicates efficient silane
utilization, or high fractional conversion of silane gas to solid silicon
for all examined flow rates. These results emphasize the potential
of large area VHF sources particularly in the PECVD of nc-Si:H.

Nano-crystalline silicon layers were produced at high deposi-
tion rates with a high degree of crystalline fraction uniformity.
Many studies have shown this combination, but usually over small
(<1 cm2) substrate areas, this combination of material growth
capabilities is not yet available in existing industrial manufacturing.
Critically the results of this study demonstrate that VHF plasma and
the resulting process advantages can be applied to large surface
areas using multi-tile technology where conventional CCP sources
encounter wavelength non-uniformities.

The deposition rate uniformity of the of the depositions was
found to be effected by the power delivery profile of the push pull
multi-tile source; the electron density of the plasma during these
depositions was sufficient to allow dominant inductive coupling at
the tile boundaries as indicated by the measured deposition
thickness profiles. This thickness profile can be controlled experi-
mentally using the process parameters, particularly in this study it
has been shown to be easily controlled by the forward power. By
reducing the forward power the plasma density was reduced and
the plasma penetration depth increased allowing the capacitive
and inductive coupling modes, and thus the layer thickness profile
to become more uniform.

While deposition thickness non-uniformitieswere accentuated at
high powers, evidence of gas chemistry inhomogeneities are accen-
tuated in layers deposited at lower powers. At these lower powers the
crystalline fraction in front of the tile face becomes lower than that at
the tile edge. This is attributed to the absence of source gas delivery
between the tiles. The gas flowing to the substrate locations below
inter-tile boundaries is partially depleted and has a lower concen-
tration of gas phase silane than the tile face. Under process settings
where the crystalline fraction below the gas shower head is lowered
the translation of the feed gas to the inter-tile boundary coincides
with silane depletion and production of atomic hydrogen, this facili-
tates more crystalline growth at the tile boundaries.

Gas residence time in the MAMELUKE source is a more signifi-
cant factor than hydrogen dilution in determining the morphology
of the silicon films in the examined process space. The high
dissociation rates provided by VHF excitation mean that despite
reductions in hydrogen dilution, effectively doubling the silane
fractional flow the fractional population of atomic hydrogen can be
increased if the pumping speed is reduced to maintain constant
pressure. This low dilution regime allows greater flows of silane
and even higher deposition rates.
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The operation of MAMELUKE in a pushepull configuration using
the PSTLD increases the ease of producing plasma with full sub-
strate coverage and negates any asymmetrical grounding paths as
there is no net current into/out of the plasma. Since each of the
PSTLDs output pairs are electrically isolated from each other
problems with localized plasma associated with segmented elec-
trodes are minimized.

The differential-feed on the upper electrode in addition to VHF
excitation, drives RF current horizontally in the plasma (between
out-of-phase tiles) rather than through the grounded substrate
electrode (Fig. 3). As a result minimal RF current is driven through
the sheath above the substrate. This potentially offers further
process improvements by lowering ion bombardment energy and
the resulting film amorphization at high power densities necessary
for effective depletion of high silane flow rates.
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Appendix A. CCP circuit model

In order to explain the reduction of ion bombardment energy in
VHF plasma we will consider the plasma and sheath(s) as electrical
components in series with the total impedance, ZT equaling the sum
of the individual components,

ZT ¼ 2ZS þ ZP (A.1)

where ZS and ZP are the sheath impedance and plasma impedance
respectively (Fig. 1). The impedance of the sheath is primarily
capacitive, there is a small resistive power loss in the sheath
attributable to energy gained by ions accelerated through the
sheath Pion ¼ Gione � VS. For the purposes of this paper we will
neglect the resistive impedance and consider only the capacitive
impedance which scales inversely with frequency

Zs ¼ 1
juRFC

(A.2)

where uRF is the angular frequency of the power supply,
u ¼ RF2pfRF. The plasma itself is primarily resistive and so will be
considered to have no dependence on frequency. There is a small
inductive component due to the finite mass of the electrons, fjuLp
which can, again be neglected as long as the excitation frequency is
less than the plasma frequency, u < RFup, where

up ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nee2
mε0

q
z9� 108 for industrial plasmas [52, p. 72].

Considering this simple circuit model we can evaluate the ex-
pected behavior for constant RF power but for increasing RF
frequency:
� The sheath impedance (Zs) is reduced which has the effect of
decreasing the sheath voltage (Vs) and subsequently reduces
energy of ions impacting the substrate.

� The net current driven between the electrodes and through the
plasma (Ip) increases. The power dissipated in the plasma can be
considered as ohmic heating where, the power, Pohm is propor-
tional to the square of the current driven through it, Pohm ¼ I2R.
The expected increase in Pohm will increase the electron density
and subsequently change the gas phase chemistry within the
plasma.

� Both the reduction in ion bombardment energy and the increase
in plasma density for a given power can be significant advan-
tages in plasma processing applications.
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